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Averill delivers State
of the Union Address
by Moe McGuiness
News Reporter
Forty-three Student Union
senators, committee heads and
directors attended the State of the
Union address on Oct. 30 at the
James Tavern.
Jill Spinner. director of Internal Affairs, organized the dinner
for the students torewardthem for
their hard work and dedication.
The highlight of the evening
was the State of the Union Address g1ven by David Averill,
Student Union president In his
speech, Averill thanked everyone
for their dedication to their classes
and committees.
He thanked Dr. Duane A.

Dukes, associate professor of
sociology, for his time and dedication as moderator for the past
nine consecutive years. According to a new rule, BPD-S81 in the
Student Union Handbook, "any
one moderator will have a maximum of three successive years."
Thus, Dukes is ineligible to serve
again.
In his speech Averill said that
in the process of leadership and
service to one's people, "know
that a friendship was made or
simply that a memory was made
for us.... We have in one way
greatly effected fellow human
beings by our own self sacrifice.
"We have but many lives to
live; the lives of one another,"
Averill · .
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Mario Valenie's
goal
the uprights last
as the John Carroll
Blue Streaks came from behind to defeat Baldwin-WaUace 10-9. See related story p. 20
.,.,.., b)'~ Amoaiw

•

JCU launches campaign against crime
•
by Marta Thomas
~

If the instructor is unavailable
when the student seeks him, the
student is to contact the depart·
The Faculty Fonun Commit- ment chair who will contact the
tee on Academic Policies will instructor. If the instructor is
hold an open hearing next week unavailable to see the sbJdent,
todebateproposedchangesin the the instructor may leave instrucprocedure for requesting to make tions with the chairperson as to
up missed fmal exams.
what is to be done.
If approval is given, the stuCurrently, no official policy
exists for making up missed ex- dent will receive a permission
ams.
slip which is to be presented to
..If a student in the School of the proctor of the exam. The
ArtsandSciencesmissedanexam Dean's office will provide the
he usually had to appeal to Father service of proctoring the makeBiehl," said committee chairman up exams.
Dr. Donald Poduska, chairman
"We will attempt to incorpoof the classical and modem lan- rate the suggestions and comguages department.
ments brought up in this debate
"We feel an ofrtcial statement and present an offiCial proposal
about making up missed exams to the faculty forum," said
ought to be avaliable to students Poduslca.
and faculty," he continued.
The faculty forum will either
The proposed procedure states approveordisapprovetheprocethat ifa student has missed or will dure. If approved, it will be premiss laking a final exam at the sented to Rev. John P. Schlegel,
scheduled time, it is the student's SJ.,executiveandacademic vice
responsibility to inform the in- president, and Rev. Michael J.
structor and to request permis- Lavelle, SJ., president
sion to reschedule the final exam.
If they accept it, the commitThe instructor will then either tee will ~t the proposal to
deny or approve therequestand the students fctthe final approval.
make arrangements with the stuThe hearings. open to students,
dent for the make-up eJtam. The faculty and administrators, will
instructor has the right to request be held on Nov. 5, from 2 p.m. to
verification of the excuse offered 3 p.m. and on Nov. 6, from 11
by Allee Carte
News Editor
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Crime has increased this year
at John Carroll. To fight the increase, Resident Life, with the
cooperation of the Dean's Office,
is launching a "campaign against
crime."
Triggered by a string of possibly related thefts throughout the
campus, the program is aimed at
informing students of what is
happening and what they can do to
prevent future incidents.
"There has been an increase in
theft and strangers walking around
thebuildingsthisyear,"said Karen
Staropoli, a resident assistant in
Murphy. "We are trying to make
John Carroll more secure and make
students more aware of what is
going on. Sometimes students
think John Carroll is such a safe
place, but things like crime do
happen here."
The Resident Life Office will
be posting security tips on bulletin
boards around the campus and
each resident hall wiUhaveacrirne
alert newsletter in the main lobby.
The newsletter will inform students of when and where a crime
occurred.
Assistant Director of Resident
Life, Patty O'Toole, commented,
"If something happens, we want
students to know what happened
and to be alened, to be aware of
what is going on."
In addition to the newsletters,

RA's will place "You have been
robbed" signs in rooms they find
•loWed.
Donna Byrnes, Director of
Housing, stresses that students
should not be afraid to report
crimes or potential crime situations.
"We want to remind people
that John Carroll is not immune to
crime. It happens more frequently
than we would like to believe."
she said. "Our purpose is not to
scare students, it's just to make
them more aware and get them to
use their heads more."
"It's a campaign to make students aware that they need to be
part of keeping the campus safe."
She continued, "John Carroll is

not immune to crime; we are only
as safe as we are aware. lt is an
awara~~~~campaip."

Steven Tupak,anRA in Sutow~
ski commented, "Especially since
it's the beginning of the year, residents aren't familiar with everyone so they let anyone in-not
only students, but anyone who
appears to be a parent It is therefore important to keep your doors
locked when you aren't in the
J"OOill."

O'Toole,alsotheResidentHall
Director of Murphy, urges studentstowatchoutforoneanother.
"It is important to understand that
we all live at JCU but there are
outside forces. We must look out
for everyone."

FORlJM'·ij
MiddleEast
involvement
opinions clash

Learn how to
manage mid·
term stress
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EDITORIAL

The Carroll News, November 1, 1990

Service component should be mandatory
Service should be included as a mandatory requirement for graduation
from John Carroll, and all faculty members should be contractually bound
to participate in or advise a service project As members of a Jesuit
community, we should be expected to embrace the Jesuit philosophy of
social awareness and activism.
The University has tentative plans for incorporating service into the
curriculum by requiring service for graduation and possibly including a
note on the diploma indicating excellence in service for those individuals
who have exemplary records, a mention similar to an academic award.
Already, members of student organizations are bound by service components in their charters. The Student Union bas established a program,
Project Gold, to facilitate the fulfillment of this service responsibility.
A common argument against required service is that an element of force
negates the good of an otherwise selfless, socially redeeming act.
This is partly correct because mandating someone's involvement in an
activity does not guarantee that the person will enjoy it or learn from it. But
the chances are greater that exposure to less fortunate members of our
society will be a learning experience, even an enjoyable one.
It is nearly .impossible to touch the lives of others without having your
own life touched. It is very easy for us to get wrapped up in our sheltered
world where we spend more on a semester's tuition than thousands of
Clevelanders make in a year to support their families. Service to others is

a chance to show thanks for what you have been blessed with and to share
those blessings.
In addition, whether volunteers obtain spiritual enrichment or not, needy
individuals are helped. Ultimately, change is effected, if not in the
impressions of the servers, at least in the lives of those who require their
assistance.
A second objection to forced service is that students do not have the time
or the means to fulfJ.ll volunteering obligations.
With the inception of Project Gold, and continued efforts by Campus
Ministry, there are ample opportunities for student involvement with
service organizations. Students can spend a Saturday afternoon serving
meals at the Epiphany Hunger Center, cleaning house at St. Malachi House
for the Indigent Dying, or repairing homes in the Hough area. Each of these
requires only a few hours of time, and transportation and other arrangements are made by the service project sponsors.
When choosing to belong to the John Carroll community, we should not
simply be making a decision to educate or be educated in the Jesuit
academic tradition. We should be making a conscious choice to involve
ourselves in socially productive and spiritually redemptive activities. A
mandatory service component for students and faculty is the only logical
extension of this choice.
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Hooray for
green paint

Marriott·wins with
sundae bar

Parents bring light
to campus

Congratulalions to the fraternity lOla Chi Upsilon for finally
securing somegreen paintfortheir
cafeu:ria posters. The CN, for
one. was growing weary of the
monoconous blue, red. red. blue,
blue. red. Thanks for making our
lives more exiciting and our read-

Accolades are long overdue for
those fearless leaders at Marriou.
The addition of a regular sundae
bar at dinner has been a standing
request, and finally it is here. The
bar has been warmly received by
all except those trying for weight
control. It is apparent to CN that
we finally have someone trying to
listen to thestuden~demands and
desires. We hope that this continues, and we encourage students to
voice their congratulations and
complaints.

Parents Weekend 1990 succeeded in many aspects. Parents
got to see where there money is
going. Theywerereceivedasspecial visitors all weekend. from
being treated to coffee with the
deans of the school to being enrertained by theDJ at theGala Dance.
But the most important part of the
whole weekend. it's greatest success. was that students and parents spent time together bringing
asense oflove, thanks and family
to this campus.

inganddiningpleasuresmoreenjoyable. Keep up the good work
boys. We will be w81Ching for
more additions to your color
scheme when the new spring line
anives.
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Community requires free flow of ideas and opinions
by Mark E. Schreiner
Forum Editor

As forum editor, I like to think
I've seen them all. Opinions, that
is. They seem to l;e a~ different as
the myriad of snowflakes that fall
on a winter day. Each one is subtly
different, yet distinct and highly
personal.
And what a strange thing an
opinion is, this thought shared
among people. It can be written,
spoken, or sometimes shown
physically (body language often
speaks louder than the mouth).
The opinion is the center ofour
culture. How many Limes have
you been told that we live in a
democratic or pluralistic society?
It's true, Americans have to be the
mostopinionatedpeopleoneanh.
We have to be.
The opinion is the fuel of our
democracy. It is the ultimate representation of the common man's
place in the free market of ideas.
But the intriguing proposition
remains: how could something so
easily granted be so valuable to
the running of a free society?

The answer is: an efficient ing and feeling. John Carroll is tremely slippery. Like the atrocommunity requires the constant certainly a working member of phying muscle, the ability to exinput of all of its members. All thiS place. Its fault though, may press will wither and die w1thout
members need to know what eve- not be the lack of mteraction, but exercise. In this case, no tyranniryone is thinking, doing, and feel - rather, that the mteracuon 1s done cal despot is taking your right
ing. When it comes to preserving in whispers. Our world of opin- away- you're giving it away.
a society, easy flow of communi- ions here is a very quiet place.
When largenurnbersofpeople
cation and response among its
Here the mass proteSt is un- refuse to express, or worse, takemembers is paramount.
usual. Here major boycotts and up a "popuJar" opinion, the comAnother pearl of wisdom that rallies are a rarity. But comro- munity breaks down. Community
many stu- ;;;;;;~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;; feeds on the
dents are
constant influx
willing to
of new ideas
impart to
and percepme is that
tions. The mar"John Carket of opinion
roll is not a
thrives on dicontroverversity and insial place." This is bunk.
versy and stimulating conversa- genuity.
If John Carroll is anything, it's tion are hallmarks of a Jesuit colOpinions begin as vague creaabounding with lively rapport lege and of JCU.
tions and like all humanly things,
Here at JCU, the issues of ecoThe greatest advantage to a they are not perfect. Each opinion
nomics, equality, intellectualism , place lilce this is the communica- is in need of revision. You cannot
and plurality meet. Where else, tive environment Here, you don't expect each individual to know
other than at a university, do com- have to be intimidated by your each fact about a particular case.
plaints about fee increases, ques- own ideas. At a university, the But, with insightful dialogue and
tions about cultural equality, and person who fails tO express what's criticism (a very special form of
opinion), any idea can grow and
discussion of moral and legal is- on his mind is the true radical.
sues make up the daily fare?
The most amazing thing about mature into a truly artistic creaThe world of academia is a this wonderful right is that while it tion. This won't happen unless all
place constantly searching, think- is extremely powerful, it is ex- participate.

fli~re, you don't need to be intimidated

IJj«your own opinions. At a university,
the person who fails to express what's
on his mind is the true radicaL

Hussein's agenda includes possible
solutions to Palestinan issues
by laura Boustani

What is going on in the Middle East?
Well, Iraq invaded Kuwait and threatened
to invade Saudi Arabia. Now thousands of
American troops are stationed in Saudi
Arabia, ready to defend our Araballyshould
Iraq decide to violate her sovereignty and to
pressure Saddam Hussein to withdraw his
troops from Kuwait. Pretty simple. But
there is more to the Middle Eastern conflict
than this latest violation of sovereignty.
In order to withdraw from Kuwait,
Hussein stated two completely unselfish
demands: the withdrawal of Syrian troops
from Lebanon and the withdrawal oflsraeli
troops from the occupied territories of Palestine. As Americans, we like to think of
our country as a moral one that protects and
defends the democracies of the world. Then
it is completely logical for Hussein to make
these demands. The sovereignty of Lebanon and Palestine has been violated, and
people have been massacred every day for
many years. Never did this violation of
sovereignty alarm the United StaleS so much
as to send thousands of troops to the Middle
East all in the name of Democracy.
Our troops are dc::finitely not in Saudi
Arabia to defend democracy, since Saudi
Arabia's regime is far from being democratic. Most people will agree that American military presence in the Persian Gulf

Criticism is one man granting
hisknowledgetoanother,in man's
search for JUStice and truth. These
fundamental life purposes can
never be fully realized without the
input of others. In this transaction
of criticism, we buy and sell in the
marketplace of ideas.
And sometimes, a kind person
may simply share his abundance
of insight with free advice and
conversation. In short, Carroll
needs more noise. Not just any
sound, but rather the low rumble
of enlightened conversation, and
the pulse of controversy and publi~ dialogue.
Colleagues, respond to what
you hear, and express your original thoughts. This newspaper and
other campus institutions like it
are the streets and the alleyways
or our bazaar or eJtpression.
lmagmeCarroll not as the quiet
church but as a busy Baghdad
street, bustling with the life and
vitality of feelings and creative
eJtpression. I inviteall of you to be
street merchants at our marketplace - we'd all like to know
what you're thinking.

Kuwaiti problem is apart from other
regional concerns

serves mainly to protect American business
by Kevin Williams
mterests in the area This seems reasonable,
considering that American companies have
I Jived m Saudi Arabia for several years.
large investments in the Saudi economy I used to play on the shifting sand dunes of
and that the American economy itself de- the Saudi Arabian desert
pends heavily on the price of oil.
But my games were innocent games of
Yet President Bush tells the American youthful exuberance. Iraqi President Sadpublic t.hatourtroopsarein the Middle East dam Hussein is playing a very dangerous
to counter Hussein's acts of" naked aggres- gaJJ~e in the desert.
sion."
On Aug. 2, Hussein marched into
While I do not criticize the United States Kuwait. Since then, he and his millionfor protecting its business interest, I am man army have gone about the task of
outraged at the fact that in the absence of wiping all traces of what was once a prossuch an interest little is done to protect perous country off the face of the earth.
innocent people and sovereign states.
Hussein has tried to link his "naked
If in reality the U.S. aims at countering aggression" with the occupation of Palesacts ofaggression and ifour true concern is tine by Israeli troops.
Kuwait's sovereignty and territorial integSuch connections cannot logically be
rity, then we are victims of our own logic in made. The circumstances surrounding the
which we must be consistent in order to be two situations are totally different.
a moral nation. This analysis makes the
Yes, the United States has turned a blind
solution to the current crisis in the Middle eye to the plight of homeless Palestinians,
East seem less trivial.
aDd something should be done to alleviate
The U.S. must rechannel its power to their problems. The issues are separate,
accomplish the withdrawal of Syrian and howevec.
Israeli troops from Lebanon and Palestine
Saddam Hussein's uoops have destroyed
and, in effect, accomplish the Iraqi with- homes, tortured women and babies, and
drawal from Kuwait.
have participated in a genocide of all
So, before criticizing other world lead- Kuwaiti citizens. Kuwait, as a nation, no
ers and calling them crazy, we must exam- longer exists.
ine the actions of our own leaders and
Israeli troops have simply occupied Palperhaps question our administration's real estine, not obliterated it. This is where one
objective in the Middle East.
of the chief differences lies.

There is principle anvolved also. We
cannot s1mply allow larger countries to
swallow up the1r weaker neighbors.
"If we allow this aggression to go by
unchallenged, no small country can ever
feel safe again," said British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher.
Hussein cannot be rewarded for his actions. Trying to resolve the Palestinian
question on the basis of Hussein's aggression sends the wrong message.
Hussein would then be seen as the liberator of Palestine and be a hero among the
Arab masses.
Hussein must be made to withdraw from
every inch of Kuwait.
After this withdrawal, maybe the problems of Palestine could be resolved. However, the resolution ofPalestine must not be
seen as a reward for Hussein.
The United States has ignored other
occupied lands throughout the world.
This is also not right. It could be argued
thauhe United StateS is fighting for oil; this
too is wrong. Hussein is wrong.
Oil is not the solution to democracy, and
neitner is naked aggression. The United
States and the West created Saddam
Hussein, and now we and the rest of the
world must fight him.
Pay now, or pay more dearly later, when
Hussein has nuclear weapons. We can deal
with other conflicts later, and separately.
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Commercialism ruining ancient holiday
traditions one observance at a time
by Cindy Ford
Just when I thought that Americans could not get any
lazier, they have. Yes, it's true. Our society has sunk deeper
intO its Lazy-boy, unwilling 10 move any muscle, not even
for holidays.
The one thing I always looked forward 10 in the fall is
Halloween and the carving of the jack-o-Jantem. Sitting
down, watching "The Great Pumpkin" on TV, and plunging your hand intO the innards of a pumpkin is somethmg
I believe everyone should experience.
But this year the jack-o-Jantcrn got jacked-and for
what? None other than an orange Hefty bag.
Americans are always looking for ways to proverbially
JciU two birds with one stOne. Now we can get rid of
unsightly garbage and be hip as well. The new garbage bag
pumpkin has a face like a jack-o-Janrem and supposedly
when you fill it with leaves, newspaper, or garbage, it looks
just like a huge carved jack-o-lantem.
However, most of the pseudo pumpkins I've seen look
like no one had enough time 10 really stuff them properly.
They resemble pumpkins with their heads lopped offor
they have deep indentations where someone used them as
a seat. So why are they so popular?
The reason is that the garbage bag pumpkin per~nifies
everything that Americans love. Ask people why they

don' tcarve their own pumpkins and many of them will say,
"It's too messy," or, "I don't like that orange stringy muck
inside." Americans hate a mess-and that's a fact
The plastic baggie pumpkin is also easy to make.
Parents buy the bag, tell their kids to go rake the leaves,
then toss the bag at them, and presto-you've got yourself

.. . This year the jack-olantern got jacked -- and for
what? None other than an
orange Hefty bag.
ajack-o-lantern.
The pseudo-pumpkin is also convenient The day after
Halloween just heave your holiday Hefty tOward the side
of the road and in the morning it will be on its way to a BFI
dump.
So why should people go through the hassle of picking
out a pumpkin and carving it themselves?
There is some sort of gratitude to be found in slicing a
face into a piece of fruit. There is a sense of accomplishment when you finish. And there is that undying challenge
to make your jack-o-lantem beuer than anybody else's.
It takes creativity to carve a pumpkin, and creativity is

something Americans really need to indulge in once in a
while. Plus there is the added bonus of eating pumpkin
seeds when you're done carving.
Anyone who has ever eaten warm, salted pumpkin
seeds knows that they are worth sliding through all the
goopy orange slime. The orange plastic bag just can't
compare, but I'm afraid that real jack-o-lantem carvers,
like myself, are crossing the enemy line to become pseudo
pumpkin advocates.
The pumpkin has lasted longer than most other holiday
symbols. The Christmas tree died hard and fast with the
birth ofthesynthetic,snow frosted, no messy needles. tree.
The Easter egg has given up its dye in favor of stick-on
decals. And even the leaf-stuffed scarecrow is being
ousted for wooden scarecrows on stakes.
There really isn'taholiday symbol left that hasn'tbeen
cashed in for easier and neater alternatives. Butlknow that
out there somewhere, in this nation of fast-paced neat
freaks, there are people like me who will gladly sweep up
the needles after Christmas, who will happily dye the tips
of their fingers in order to create the most beautiful Easter
egg ever, and who will sink their hands inside a pumpkin's
orange goo just because they like 10. They are out there,
these tradition-grippers, and thanks to them mostjack-olanterns will always have a home.

cultural reparations issues
by Sutton Kinter
Quietly the United States government has awarded monetary
reparations to the families of the
Japanese-American citizens interred during World War II. And

hark, there are urgent cries from
theblackcommunitytOcompensate the kin of former slaves. Let
us sec this for what it is - a
chance to pickpocket the U.S.
government. Black leaders have
taken the cue from the recent
Japanese victOry.
So now we, overburdened
taxpayers,mustagain witness the
gross misappropriations of our
hard earned cash. Already we're
shcllingout$20,000perJapanese

I
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family. Who knows what we '11 be
payingtherestofthesemisguided
opportunists.
Money will not close the rift
and settle the scores between our
ancestors and those they oppressed.
Perhaps we cannot justify the
antiquated arguments of our past,
but how do they now justify
making our generation foot the
bill for the sins of our fathers?
The government must be disspassionate in its actions, scientific in the discipline of its (children), and above all, incontrovertible in its decisions.
The Japanese interred were
considered a national security
threat. Action was taken. Blacks
suffered as slaves.
Today, the consensus agrees it
was wrong and inhumane, but it
remained a necessity to many of
the time.
Acoherentgovemmentdidnot
act. And now, as always, many
second-guess the politics of our
· fathers. Yet none have the right to
demandredressfortheirdecisions.
On the other hand, the governmentisjust in providing pensions.

These are reserved for those patriotic servicemen and women, or
those who were the government's
faithful employees.
The quest for the reparations
has treasonous overtones. Where
is their loyalty 10 America; their
trust in the democratic system? Is
this any way 10 further a minority's cultural identity? I think not.
Rather, it is a simple case of expedient greed.
l,foronewillnotsitidlybyand
allow these jaded minorities to
grind their axes into our gilded
patriarch. They have spent two
generations in what seems a suecessful auempt 10 ingrain acollecLive guilt into the conscience of
the American people.
Now they feel we must atOne
for our past by paying for the
future. A future which has suddenly turned into a ledger of
I.O.U.'s.
If anything, they owe Uncle
Samlributemoneyforeffectively
spending the last few decades of
policy promoting minority selfinterest In their efforts to grab
more they will be cheating future
generations.

The Carroll News, November 1,1990
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Parents, flat tires,and runaway profits
forecast first flurry of winter activity
Loungin·
around
with

While Mr. and Mrs. Gauzman were
unable to attend the annual Parents Weekend, they surely would have enjoyed the
abundant flower gardens hastily embedded
with unseasonal plants braving the cold and
the age-complimenting pink bracelets worn
by alcohol-purchasing parents at the dance.
Among other noteworthy events were
Fr. Lavelle saying in his homily at the
Sunday mass "I'm getting into my rambling mode" and Marriott serving those
wonderful raspberry danishes at brunch.
What takes the award for best feature of
the weekend was theemergenceofthatnew

animal on campus which the biology deparunent has classified as honw pointicus.
These could be seen in and around the quad
with outstretched arms darccting visiting
parents to the various pomts of interest of
the Carroll campus.
It was sad, however, to know that certain
students felt so lonely without their parents
that they had to pull a fire alarm in Gnu Hall
to get attention.
On a more somber note, the misuse of
the John Carroll Pep Band at varsity football games continued at the game last Saturday, when the band was left out in the
cold. While the 15 member band with its
ailing director was strongly encouraged to
provide musical pep, they were forgotten
when it came time for the national anthem,
which was sung by a Carroll student. and
didn't even get to play the JCU alma mater.
The musical cacophony did all they could
to fight for attention by playing the fight
song after Carroll scoring.
And now for a word from our sponsors ...
"Attention, please, attention. Will the
owner of a rustin g, grey Oldsmob ile

Royale, Ohio license plate number 043XPH, please proceed to the student area of
the Bel voir parking lot to fix your one flat
ure so that your vehicle can move out of the
parking space which you have so selfishly
hogged for the past few weeks. Thank
you."
"Attemion, please, attention. Will the
owner of a black Ford T h underbird,
Ohio license p late number 197-POV,
please proceed to the faculty/staff area of
the Belvoir parking lot to fix your two flat
tires so that your vehicle can move out of
the parking space which you have so selfishly hogged for the past few weeks. Thank
you."
Money, money, money ..... .
Suppon the Student Union!
Buy your Christmas Formal bid now!
For $75 (without supersaver sticker) or
$60 (with supersaver) you and your date
can auend the dinner dance. Your bid
includes two $12.95 dinners, two $1.50
desscn bars, and two $2.00 servings of
wine (whether or not you ofare legal drinking age), plus $13.00 in other costs. The

remaining S30 wtll go to a SU expected
profit of S6,375.60, to be dumped into the
senate coffers. By the way, last year's
formal netted a profit of $22.
The annual State of the Union dinner
occurred Tuesday. Senators were given a
choice of three dinners, at $14.95 a p late.
At least someone ate well that night.
Last night's Halloween mixer in the
cafeteria was financed with 1100 SUdollars, S500 of which wcm for decorations
and SIOO for security purposes.
The KnightsofColurn bus recently asked
the SU Finance Committee for Sl50 to
help in their annual Chnstmas party for
underpriveleged children. Their request
has been tabled.
Speaking of tables, the welcome addition of a foosball game outside the game
room will provide this gauze-man with
plenty of opponunity for blowing offsteam
after a cafeteria meal.

COMEDIAN

CAROLE MONTGOMERY
WITH

BRYAN WALTERS
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3
8:00p.m.
Wolf n Pot

Admission $1.00
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Ohio to vote on casino issue

College reservists not exempt
from service in Mideast

Lorain hopes gambling will lead to revival
sino plan. If a casino is built and
Is hec group saying horse track
Ohio legislators decide it was a beaors are a fmer class of people?
~ 1990. USot. TOOAY/~
good move, they would divide the
"I'm not making judgments on
ec.g. lnfonnallon Netwoflt
state into seven resort districts. people here," Wil.k.ins said. "EviLORAIN,Ohio-You don't Each would vote on whether to dence we see from other commuhave to look too hard to see why allow local casinos.
nities is that casinos attract more
people wanta casino in this town.
"Jobs- that's all we're con- compulsive gamblers."
Track owners are joined by
Abandoned factories. Empty cerned about," said Wil Castro, a
storefronts. A vacant shipyard.
Lorain insurance agent who has some religious leaders who conThis industrial city of 71,000 toured the state to promote a "yes" tend gambling is morally wrong
even though many churches host
people 25 miles west of Cleve- vote.
"I have five grown-up children bingogames and Las Vegas nights.
land suffered slow economic
'"There are other positive ways
death over the past I 0 years. One and not one works in the city of
industry after another left or Lorain. There's nothing here for to revitalize a community rather
declined until22,000 blue-collar them."
than introduce all the effects caProponents say jobs would sino gambling can bring," Wil.k.jobs had disappeared.
Lorain's funeral was April come: 3,000jobs to build the$400 inssaid.
Mayor Olej.k.o can't think of
1987. Nine barges moved up the million n:sort complex; 4,000 to
BlackRiver, carrying the remains operate it; up to 6.000 in re1aJed any altemalivcs at the momenL
ofGeorgeSteinbrenner's Ameri- btJ.Sinesses in the area.
1be jobs that f1oa1cd up the river
can Shipbuilding Co.
Gambling already is legal in during the 1980s aren't coming
Mayor Alex Olejko, a steel- many forms in Ohio and other bact. And rusting buildings at the
worker for 38 years, wau:bed swes. Las Vegas nights, bingo, 54-aaeshipyanlaren'tgeuingany
from his seventh-floor office horse racing and the louery are prettier.
window. "It was the saddest thing sanctioned by stale govemmenL
Developer Alan Spitzer, who
I ever saw," he recalled.
Even 90, tbe opposition to ca- bought the riverside property in
Lorain buried its~ thalday. sino gambling is formidable and 1985, wanted to build a resort
but not its hopes. Like some other well-financed. 1be state's seven without a casino. But banks
cities down on their luck, Lorain racetrack operators are bankroll- wouldn't lend him the money
is promoting casino gambling as ing an Ohioans Against Casino without something that made it
a way to reverse its fortunes. Gambling campaign. They want unique. Casino gambling looked
Folks want to turn the shipyard to .kill the measure at the polls and like the best bet, said spokesperiMDa finl-ca..-.
pnMCt lbeir $453 aaiUion ~ .,.. Teny Pede&-.
Build a casino, they say, and try from competition.
If the measure fails, Plan B
They argue that passage would isn't much of a plan at all.
people will come. From DetroiL
"We drop back five yards and
From Pittsburgh. From Buffalo. lead to casino gambling all over
From Cleveland, Columbus and Ohio and bringacrimewavealoog punt," Olej.k.o said.
with iL
Cincinnati.
(Jon Pepper writes for 1be
DecisiondayisNov.6. That's
"Gamblers generally need
when Ohio voters will decide money,soyouhavean~in Detroit News.)
whether to alter the state compulsive gambling and other
constitution and let Lorain resi- addictive behaviors," the group's
dents vote next year on the ca- Kim Wil.k.ins said.
by Jon Pepper

-Christmas Formal Bids, for the Nov. 30
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by Lesley Ann Mitchell
CCopvrlgtll1990. USot. TOOAY/~

ec.g.lnlonnatlon ,..~

After only a few days of
classes this fall at Western Wisconsin Technical College in La
Crosse, Wis., freshman Laurie
Biermann, 19, packed her bags,
withdrew from school and is
prepared for active duty in the
Army in the Persian Gulf.
Biermann, from Independence, Wis., isoneofhundreds of
students in the U.S. Army National Guard or reserves whose
units are being called up for
service.
Even though there is nonational poljcy, most four-yearcolleges and universities will refund tuition and housing costs to
reserve students who are called
to active duty and most make it
easyforthem to~registerwhen
they return.
Bierman, who could be sent
to the Persian Gulf, says she wiU
be able to earn her degree one
year later because the college refundedallschoolcosts. Shesays
she llhoald be home in less than
six months.
The United States plans to
activate thousands of reservists
this month-most supplementing full-time military when regular troops are shipped to the
Middle East
Collegestndents-whoconstinu.e a small part of the nation's military reserves-could
be sent to different military bases
in the United States or to the
Persian Gulf during Operation
Desert Shield.
To these students, who often

- Watch for PROJECT GOLD committee
sign-ups!
- The freshman class is going to the
Rocky Horror Picture Show on Saturday
Nov. 3 Come Along!

nam.
(Lesley Ann Mitchell writes
for Gannett News Service in
Washington, D.C.)

2. Because of a Coogresrefusal of funds, hun•01:-eos of S&L' swill be unable
•«>cJ<>se.costing the taxpayers
estimated
milliOn
• .,...,.. a.

.;;:

:--;

a. l b. tOO c. 400 d . .500

dance, go on sale early next weeki $60 w/
Super Saver $75 w/o. Buy one Soon!
- Sign up for our 3 on 3 basketball tournament on Dec. 1 & 2. Sign up deadline
is Nov. 16. $20 entry fee for teams of 4.

are given only a few days notice
before they are deployed, there
is a lot at stake.
Many will miss a semester or
year of classes, lose their pantimecampus jobs and many will
have to postpOne graduation.
Because of the short time
span, most students just need to
provide the school with a copy
of their orders.
Right now, student-status will
not defer reservists who are
called to active duty. Although
the Selective Service says it has
no plans to resume the draft, a
draftwouldgivecollegestudents
the opportunity to fmish semester coursewodc before they're
deployed.
Students will not be exempt
from military service, as in Viet-

~-

.... 4t

3. WhereinCJev~ana~~
•·~r>tdinst to Repre~etu~tivi
Rose Oakar: will the
•~·"""'·"'""'""'""• Hall ofFamel;>e

Cancun, Mexico!
8 days/7 nights

$399
Includes:

- Roundtrip Airfare
- Hotel Accommodations
-Free Tequila Party
Contact: Adrienne D'Angelo
371-7631 ASAP!

a. The Flats b. North Coast

Harbor c.TowerCity d.Parma
4. Jon Gronseth, a candifor govetnor of

WORLD VIEW
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New telescope to aid in stellar research
Unusual private ownership allows for long term experiments
by Paul Overberg
CCopv!lgtd 1990. USA TOOAV/~
~ lnformollcn ~IWOI1c

Withintwoweeks,theworld's
biggest telescope - atop Hawaii's Mauna Kea - is scheduled to open its eye to the stars
for the flCSt time.
It will be a test of part of the
Keele Telescope's huge mirror,
which will be bigger than four
parking spaces when it is finished next year.
If the radical design works,
the mirror's light-gathering
power will let astronomers peer
as never before into the dust
clouds that hide the birth and
early lives of galaxies, stars and
planets.
No one has ever tried 10 make
a big telescope mirror of even
two pieces. The Keck Telescope
has 36, each as big as a manhole.
Ten computers, 168 sensors and
108 pistons will have 10 jiggle
those segmentsconstantly 10 aim
their reflections to a single point
with millionth-of-an-inch accuracy. Othercomputers wiD guide
the telescope's tube, a lattice of
steel and aluminum eight stories
la1l.

The design was chosen to skirt a crystal breaks sunlight The re- nights available each year. The cost
The breakthroughs possible wtth
problems posed by a huge single- sulting pattern can tell astrono- University of Hawaii also will
piece mirror, but no one is sure it mers about the age, motion, com- get lO percent of the time for Keck and projects like it also could
will work. No one else is even position, temperature, distance and providing and managing the site. shake up the human side of astronBy comparison, federally omy. Several schools- the unieven the neighborhood of what
planning one like it.
funded
telescopes are so heavily versitiesof Arizona and Texas. Penn
they
are
studying.
Those working on the project
Such
a
powerful
tool
has
drawbooked
that astronomers may State, OhioStale and Johns Hopkins
also sense the specte:l'of the spacebased Hubble Space Telescope, backs - a telescope may need wait several years fora few hours' - have formed joint ventures to
its promise hamstrung by a simple most of a night to collect enough time. In a.ldition, proposals for build large private telescopes.
Forastronomers, observing time
human error that left it with a light from a single dim star or the next generation of federally
funded
telescopes
face
galaxy.
an
unceris
research,
and the quality of reflawed mirror.
"Cameras
tain
take
a
picture
in
all
future
because
of
the
federal
sults
weigh
heavily
when universiHowever, a flaw on the Keck
deficit
wavelengths
together,"
said
asties
malce
faculty
appointments
or
Telescope just means "we go up
tronomer
grant
tenure.
Garth
Illingwonh
at
the
"Oftell,
we
get
to
the
point
there with our wrenches and bang
on it,"saidprojectspokesmanJohn University of California-Santa with federally funded telescopes
''nlere's no doubt that places
Gustafson. "It'soneofthereasons Cruz. "Spectra spread the light ... where you take potShOts at things that have these telescopes can
why ground-based astronomy You're getting 100 times the de- that look intereSting," Illingworth command key people in the job
won't be going away any time tail, but you're using (light) only said. "With Keele, you can set marlcet," said lllingworth, who
yourself a large goal that needs a himself left the agency coordinatsoon."
one-hundredth as efficiently."
ing Hubble'sstargazing three years
Keck'sunusualownershipalso large amount of data"
In fact, astronomers had
Keck is named for William ago for the prospect of working on
planned to use Hubble and Kock enhances its ability to do long,
together, with Hubble offering patient observing. The telescope Keck, founder of Superior Oil the Keele telescope.
unrivaled ability to see separate is owned by the University of Co., whose foundation made a
(Paul Overberg writes forGanstars where other telescopes just Californiaand California Institute rare donation of $70 million,
of Technology, so their 100 as- which covered most of the tele- ~tt News Service in Washington,
see smudges of light
Using Hubble's pointing cues, tronomers will split the 300 clear scope's $94 million construction D.C.)
astronomerS could then use Keck' s
massive mirror- 17 times as big
as Hubble's- to collect enough
lightiO make a spectrograph.
In a spectrograph, astronomers
split the light of a star or galaxy
Bankruptcies and mergers for five years. And newspapers'
by Dole Dollobrido
into its component colors the way CCcpynohl l<l'lO. USA lOOAY/~ Cca.Qe amongmajorrctru\crshavetakcn shce of lhal pie has shrunk almosl

Ad shortages harm papers
lniOII'IlOIIQn ~

r-~----~~==~~---------,

ln their continuous quest to chart the universe, astronomers at
Arizona• s Kitt Peak National Observatory believe they have
found the largest galaxy ever seen.
Thegalaxy,observedformanyyearsasthebrightcenterofthe
Abell 2029 galacticcloster,issaid to bean incredible six million
light years in diameter, containing 100 trillion sws. Our Milky
Way galaxy, by comparison, is 100,000 light years in diameter
with 200 billion stars.
According to Rev.Emmanuel M. Carreira, S.J.. astronomy in~
struetor~ John Carroll, "theentirelocal gx-oup could fit inside this
galaxy with room to spare." Both the Milky Way and its fairly
large and distant neighbor~ Andromeda. are part of the galactic
cluster known as the local group.
To the indication that the newly-found galaxy contains 100
trillion "'suns", Fr. Carreira added. "Ifthey are talltitlg about only
visible ligh~ then thC? p.~axy is larger still," dUe to massive
amounts of dark matter it is s~n to cootmn.
This eno.rmity ofmassraisesimportantquestionsrelat.ed to the
mystecy ofgalaxy iormatioo. "The fact that there isa galaxy large
en6ugb to contain 1.000 times as many stars as lbe Milky Way
brings ina new elemenL luaises the queslioo. 'how can galaxies
be so diff~t in nta$$?m Fr. Carteiia comm~ referring to

"

~a:=~b~Jil;'b:=

Way.

WithhewphotographlcteehnotogyabJetomea..wremorelight
than ever before, IMKittPeak astronomers were.able to observe
the sm.OOlh MrAY of light and energy or Ibis object at the core of
the Abell
2C129 clusler
and.finally label it a gal~y.
.
. . . .-.
, :::.;.<"'<~:.

:<.;.~

'

•

Even before the economy began 10 cool this year, the newspaper industry showed signs of
weakening health. Now, a chiUy
business climate has wracked
America's biggest advertising
medium with losses and cutbacks.
Newspapers live by selling ad
space, and a slowing economy
chokes the flow of ad dollars. In
recent weeks, symptoms of an
industrywide malaise have broken out in a nasty rash.
This year brought "the poorest
advertising environment in the last
20 years," Gannett told shareholders in May- well before Middle
East clashes squashed hopes for
an early recovery.
Newspapers may earn S325
billion in ad revenues this year,
says the Newspaper Advertising
Bureau. That's just half a percent
over last year's mark, and a real
loss in the face of 5 percent inflation.
Nor was last year fat with ad
dollars. For the flCSt time in 10
years, 1989 newspaper ad revenues grew at a rate slower than
inflation.
Retailers account for more than
half of those ad revenues. But retailers have their own problems,
and they've cut ad spending increases 10 less than half of 1987
levels.

someouaollbeadw•r·.,.,.... ~,_._...,.....,....

ture. Others cut ad budgets 10
protect their profits in recessionary times.
Classified ads have become
big money-makers for newspapers, after nearly a decade of
heady growth. Last year, classi·
fieds accounted for 38 percentof
newspaper ad revenues.
Newspapers sull hold the lead
among ad media, grabbing 26
percent of U.S. ad dollars.
But U.S. ad spending, as a
percentage of gross national
product, has held fairly steady

Newspapers have 9Curried to
fight slides in market share and
revenues. Some mirror USA Today, dangling bright graphics and
"quick reads" to lure readers
Butregardlessoftheoffer,asoft
economy makes it tougher to sell
ads. An cconom1c rebound could
lift newspapers out of the1r current
slump but it could also mask a
long-term slide, warned analyst
Kenneth T. BerentsofAlex. Brown.
(Dale Dallabrida writes for the
W1lmington News Journal.)
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Expert panel discusses media ethics
tennial Medal, was the keynote Executive Commiueeof the Cuyaspeaker at the lua.:heon. Russett hoga Republican Party, "but I
News Reporter
is currently Senior Vice Prestdent don't have to use it if there is
Local and national media ex- and Washmgton Bureau Chief of beuer news."
pens proposed a variety of ways NBC News.
Forthetr secondscenano, panof handling ethics in political isAdding to the variety of opin- elist were asked if they would
sues at a luncheon sponsored by ions on the panel were Marianne report projected election results
John Carroll Universtty's Com- Salceui, assistant professor of before the poiJ closings on the
municationsandPoliticalScience communications at John Carroll west coast
departments Oct2A.
University, and Darlene Ehrler, a
"Useeverything,"Fealgersaid,
DavidOffer,editorofrheNew- jumor commumcauons and po- "ifother stations have in on the air
porr Daily News, was the modera- litical science major at John Car- you better bet I'm going to."
lOr of the panel. Loon Bibb, an- roll.
"Hold those results, we want
chor for Channel3 News, Richard
Representatives of television, to make those voters feel imporFeaJger, host of his own weekly newspaper, and local politics at- tant,"Marilyn Shearer,presidenttallc show "Feagler!", and Patrick tended.
elect oft!.! League of Women
Sweeney, 9th District State RepFor their fiJ'St case, panelists Voters of Ohio, said. "There
resentative and Chairman of the were asked 10 pretend they were should be a code of ethics for all
HouseFmanceandAppropriations the news editor of their local TV stations to agree on and hold elecCommittee, were just a few of the station faced with the choice to tion results until a certain hour."
eleven member panel.
cover or ignore a staged flag burnThe last case deaJt with a camTtmothyRussen,a 1972John ing.
paign ad submitted by one candiCarroU University graduate and a
"I'm going to cover it." said date that suggested that his opporecioientoftheUniversitv'sCen- Bob Huges. Chairman of the nent's legislative aide is a felon,
convicted for viciously assulting
Laboratory Technologists: Enzyme Production
a woman.
and Process Development
"I would investigate when it
United States Biochemical Corporation, a leading mfg.
happened," Ehrler said, "itmakes
of enzymes, biochemicals and reagents for molecular a difference whether it was 14
months ago or 14 years. If the
biology research and the development and purification
facts are old it is not relevant
of proteins. While on-the-job training and personal
anymore."
development are an integral part of USB philosophy
"I would not run the ad but
qualified applicants should have a BA/BS in bioloby or
would consider it for a story on
chemistry and several years of relevant laboratory expe- campaign tactics," Salceni said.
ence in ptnifying proteins and' perfonning enzyme ... would tend a reporter down to
the courthouse to see if the facts
assays. Interested applicants should submit their resuare true and if they happened 14
mes, names and phone numbers of three references, and
years ago."
a description of laboratory skills and aspirations.
"It is an excellent opportunity
Please contact: Manager of Personnel Services
to participate with professionals
as equals because they hold posiRBM-1
tion which we college students
United States Biochemical Corporaton
aspire to," Pat Lynch, a senior
26111 Miles Roaci
communications major, said. "It
Cleveland, OH 44128
was refreshing to hear someone
EEO Employer MN1H
like Mr. Russert who is very influential in the structuring of news
programs to admit them is takes of
past televison presentations of
political campaings and to try to
present the issues and not the hype
IS T()II
and image that was so characteristic of the Bush/Dukakis camOUTWITHTHE
paign."

by Peter Balunek

THE ULTIMATE
ENTERTAINMENT

IN CROWD aT

CLUB C CONUTS
At Naulica in th~ Flats

News Reporter

EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT AT CLUB COCONUTS

>>Ladles are admitted free all evening<<
»Complimentary &lass or champagne
and other beve~ces for all ladies«
provUkd by Cltart~s Scott HtW, SA:Ut Olld N111ls ut Rocky Ri~r

Doors open at 7:30 pm
21 & over
For further Information, call 579-9961

-pboco by MAtOdhu Ne.ly

Bills against student taxes and for
publicized crime rates passed
by Alice Corte
NewsEdHor

The United States Congress
passed two biUs last week that will
affect John Carroll University in
the areas ofstudent taxes and crime
reports.
The first bill proposed mandatory social security coverage for
state and 1ocaJ government employees who are not participating
in a public employee retirement
system. This meant that public
university students with on-campus, part time jobs would have to
pay 7.65 percent of their wages to
social security.
"Asaresultofthebard work of
both public and private universities, students from public uni\'ersities were taken out of the bill,"
saidJ. Gerald Sheehan,directorof
public policy.
''Father LaveUe deserves credit
for taking the lead in this issue,"
said Sheehan.
John· Carroll President, Rev.
Michael J. Lavelle, S.J ., wrote an
essay opposing the proposal for

the June 22, 1990 edition of The
Plain Dealer because he was
concerned that eventualI y students
in private universities would be
taxed as well.
Representative
Edward
Peighan (D-19) used Lavelle's
article in an address 10 Congress
against the inclusion of college
students in the proposal. Feighan
also c:oUect.ed signatures of his
colleagues and sent them to President Bush to protest the proposal.
The second bill passed last
week requires universities to disclose statistics on graduation rates
and crime rates.
The bill was intended to expose the low graduation rates of
student athletes. Now the bill is
more of a consumer guide for
perspective students.
''This bill doesn't reaJly affect
us since we don't give athletic
scholarships; we have a high
graduationrateand wedonothave
a high crime rate," said Sheehan.
''The primary concern is the paperwork. It's easy 10 get swept up
in a net of reporting."

S.A.F.E. observes national
enviornmental week
by Chuck Beilslein

The Champagne of Ladies Nights

h poses a question at the
media forum entitled "Is There Static Between tbe Lines."
The Communications Department sponsored the program on

Last week, the Student Advocates For the Environment
(S.A.F.E.) urged students to curb
their energy consumption and
examine the"Billion Pound Diet"
Julie Evans, co-founder
S.A.F.E., said members posted
signs in dormitories with facts
about the waste of energy in the
United States. The group also put

up displays in the library and science building.
In the atrium, students were
urged to sign letters to President
Bush and the Congress, that proposed increased use of renewable
fuels such as biomass conversion
or solar energy instead of fossil
fuels like coal and petroleum.
S.A.F.E. has also started a
system of paper recycling. Although Evans said the program is
at a "casual level for now," she is
working with the JCU Physical
Plant to secure continuation of the

project
The Physical Plant also aids
S.A.F.E. with aluminum recyc ling, a project Evans feels is
" working very well" since 50 to
70 bags of cans are shipped out to
Alcoa weekly.
In the near future, Evans said
S.A.F.E. wiUbestartingamonlhly
display in the atrium which makes
students aware of products that
are environmentally harmful. The
table will also have literai.Ureabout
companies that treat animals crueUy in testing or production.
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Outstanding Recognition award presented to Cimperman

Joe Cimper~an receives the Outstanding Student n,.;..vxuauu.u ,
Award which was
at halftime.
-p~>o~o~~y
involvement at Carron began in
by Casey McEvoy
the fall of 1989 with the inception
This past Saturday the Annual of Pax Christi, a peace and social
Parents Association Outstanding justice organization. Working
Student Recognition Award was closely with its founder Dennis E.
presented to Joe Cimperman. Dew Jr., Cimperman was
Cimperman, a junior. was chosen instrumental to the realization of
for his academic achievementand this group.
his involvement in campus
Since April of 1990,
organizations.
Cimperman has also become a
Cimperman 's community member of the Knights of

Columbus and the chief justice of
the Student Union.
His major project this year has
been the development of Project
Gold, a service program that
involves all organizations that are
chartered with the Student Union.
According to Cimperman, the
motivation of this project is "to
rise to the aid of the suffering and
to aid in the betterment of
humankind."
This Award was fU"St begun in
1987, and has been presented
annually since. At the beginning
of each academic year a letter is
sent to all faculty and
administration by the Parents
Association, in order to request
nominations for the award.
After the nominations have
been submitted, a Parents
Association committee reviews
the list of students and selects a
candidate.

Cimperman, although pleased
at this recognition, is concentrating
on his future accomplishments
rather than his pastacheivements.
He is greatful to the Parents
Association for this recognition.
"To me, this award is not a
symbol of recognition, rather it is
a challenge to what lies ahead.
Nothing wilts faster than laurels
rested upon," said Cimperman
when asked about his feelings

regarding the award.
Six other students received
recognition at the announcement
of the award during half time of
thefoot.ballgame. Thesestudents
were presented with certificates
of honorable mention based on
their academics, service, and
contributions to the University;
Meg Landon, Missy Vertes,
Shawna Monsour, John Novak,
Eileen Kerrigan, and Mike Ryan.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN•••
Meeting New People?
Expanding your horizons?
Becoming part of a traditon?

Call the Carillon office at 397-4620 and
leave a message for more information.
Film and camera provided.

BEACHWOOD
COMMERCE PARIC
BUI,DING FIVE
23200 CHAGRIN

e .· M PORI U M

464-I'ONY
(464~8669)

ND OPENING

Best Pizza in America as Well as Pasta, Wings, & SalfJ.ds

OPEN FOR:
BREAKFAST
LUNCH
DINNER

FREE DELIVERY TO JCU DURING
EVENING HOURS
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PARENTS

•

CAMPUS LIFE

FUN FOR ALL
From the President's reception Friday night to the Mass and Brunch Sunday
morning, thousands ofJohn Carroll parents, siblings and friends descended on JCU.
Friday night parents were able to meet with faculty, admistrators, other parents
and students in an informal atmosphere.
From there parents attended John Carroll's theatrical production of"Holiday" by
Phillip Barry. A reception followed in the New Conference Roomwith refreshments.
Saturday morning parents were able to pick from a variety of functions. They
could have coffee with the deans, experience the college classroom once again, or
listen to lectures incorporating the history of the Jesuits.
Parents were treated to a thrilling football victory over Baldwin-Wallace, 10- 9.
Soccer parents and fans also got the chance to get into the spirit of competition by
cheering their team on to a tie against Oberlin.
Parents were treated to a special international dinner on Saturday evening, which
was followed by a Gala Dance. For many people this was the highlight of the weekend.
Parents weekend concluded with a mass celebrated by Rev Micheal Lavelle, S.J.
The gym was packed for this wonderful celebration of unity.
But this was not the end. Marriot provided the parents with a wonderful brunch
to finish off a wonderful weekend.
A big congratulations should go out to the organizers, Dee Hanley and Katie
Norton, and the entire Lambda Gamma Sigma sorority for all their help to make
Parents Weekend 1990 another great success .

::-:·.
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Twelve insignificant and irrelevant lists
Top Ten Horror
Flicks

By Philip Budnick and
Julian Sevillano
Entertdnrnent Editors

-

l.Motbra
2. Jesse James Meets Frankenstein's Daughter
3. Rodan
4.Sssss
5. The Swarm
6.Godzilla Vs. The SmogMonster
7. Scanners
8. Blackula
9.Pirahna
10. C.H.U.D.

From Casey Kasem 'sTop Ten
to David Leaennan 'sTop Ten list
we are bombarded with lists and
compilations that are completely
useless; the only lists that matter
are ours, because weare the knowledge you are the ignorant reader
who is clueless. So, pay attention
as the ominiscient ones speak:

Top Ten T.V. Shows

. Top Ten Movies

Top Ten T.V. Morons

1. WiUie Wonka and tbe
Chocolate Factory
2. Towering Inferno
3. Aiport '75
4. Airport '77
5. Airport: Concorde
6. A Christmas Story
7. Xanadu
8. Princess Bride
9. Chitty Chitty Bang Bang
10. Beat Street

1. Captain Kangaroo (and
Mr. Green Jeans)
2. Wink Martindale
3.Charo
4. Lenny and Squiggy
5. Gordan (from Sesame
Street)
6. Tbeguy on Saturday Night
Live with the blonde pony
tail.
7. Sally Jessy Raphael
8. Doug Llewelyn
9.Mary Alice
Williams (on
NBC News At
This Hour)
10. The Gumbel
BroS. (Bryant
and Greg)

Top Ten Disco Hits
1. Hot Stuff-Donna Summer
2. Y.M.C.A.- Village People
3.1 Wilt Survive--Gloria
Gamer
4. Funkytown ·Lipps, Inc.
5. Macho Man - Village

Top Ten
Breakfast
Cereals
1. Trix
2. Captain Crunch
3.Captain Crunch
with Crunch
Berries
4. Peanut Butter
Captain Crunch
5. Fruit Loops
6. Boo-Berry
7. Honeycombs
8. Coco Puffs

People
6. Bad Girls • Donna
Summer
7.We Are Family· Sister
Sledge
8. Knock On WoodAmi Stewart
9. Night Fever· Bee Gees
10. Shadow Dancing- Andy
~~~~~~~~~~~~~

9.

Morning Favorites
l. Land OfTbe Lost
2. Johnny Quest
3. Sbazamllsis Power Hour
4. Dr. Shrinker
5. Hong Kong Fooey
6. Ricochet Rabbit
7. CaptaiD Cave Man
8. Speed Buggy
9. Banana Splits
10. Scooby Doo

Top Ten Songs
1. VldeoKilledThe
Radio Star- The
Buggies
2. Queen Of Hearts
Juice Newton
3. Eleetric Avenue
Edd ie Grant
4. Too Shy
Kajagoogoo
5. Break My Stride
Matthew Wilder
6. She Blinded Me With
Science ·Thomas Dolby
7. Pass Tbe Dutchie
Musical Youth
8. Gloria
Laura Branigan
9. 99 Red Balloon· Nena
(both English and German
versions)
10. My Sharona· The Knack

~bb~

Top Ten Game Shows

Top Ten Books
1. Green Eggs & Ham
2. Cat In The Hat
3. Horton Hears A Wbo
4.Charlotte'sWeb
5. Curious George
6. Put Me In The Zoo
7. How To Eat Fried Worms
8. Are You My Mother?
9. Harold and His Purple
Crayon
10. Babar

1. TicTac Doe
2 . Joker's Wild
3. $10,000 Pyramid
4. Password
5. Price 1s Right
6. Let's Make A Deal
7.PressYourLuck (no whammies)
8. Match Game
9. The Dating Game
10. Hollywood Squares (new
and old versions)
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ContactLens

TIJe exact san1e lensesJ'Ollr doctor ordered atll'bo/esaleprices.

L

Our lov prices lets you S&Ya OP YO 50S oa •o•••
Lenses as lov as $14 per pair •.. no clubs to join
..• no hassles •.• no giaaicles. Host lenses shipped
to you within 24 hours via Federal Express &. all
are J.OOS cau&a&•Y···· Si-aply call in your Doctor. s
na•e and phone nuaber (or address) us in9 our toll
free nuaber belov.(24 hours-7 days) our optician
vill contact your Doctor for ~o• and obtain your
presc:ription.(verification is required to order)

87&a7 SAYI.ca

1. Candyland
2. Stay Alive
3.Sorry
4. Operation
5. Battleship (both electronic
and regular versions).
6. Perfection
7. GnipGnop
8. Connect Four
9.Rockem Sockem Robots
10. Trouble

Top Ten Magazines
1. Teen Beat
2. Tiger Beat
3.MADD
4. Boy's Life
5. Highlights
6. Ranger Rick
7. Star Hits
8. Creem
9. Starlog
10. World

I
So, there's our Jist, don't you
I like it? If not, oh well.
I
I
JOIN
I
I
I
ON mE AVENUE
I
I
HOUDAY
I
SEASON
I
Elcdtintl SaJea ~s
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I
Owr 100 To ~ JTom
1
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HIGBEES

Save up to 50°/o or more on your

I

Groovy.

Top Ten Games

10. Mr. T cereal

Top Ten Saturday

1. Planet of tbe Apes ·They
all looked alike to us.
2. That's Incredible - Who
can forget John Davidson
3. Eme11ency ·"Rampart,
th.is is squad 51"
4. Petticoat Junction - Who
cares?
5. Real People -With Sara
Purcell of course.
6. Fantasy Island ·Just because of Tatu
7. CHiPs· What does the 'i'
and's' stand for?
8. Battlestar Galactka •
How long can you be on a
stupid ship?
9. Brady Bunch- We hated
Cindy.
10. Love American Style -

YES
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A play called HolidQy

Holiday proves enjoyable despite slow plot
By Ray Neary
Entertainment Staff

Whether or not a person is inte~ting in plays with
strictly romance and no action determine whether or not
they would like Holiday, a play by Philip Barry.
The play centers around one rich family, the Seton •s,
and more specifically the two daughters, Julia and Linda,
and their father.
The two daughters both love the same man, but for
different reasons. Some action was needed in the play to
liven things up a bit.
Probably the most lively part of the production was the
various costumes worn by the actors. The female characters wore brillant. sparkling dresses, while the male characters wore sharp tuxedoes.
After a very slow moving first act in which no action
takes place, except for basic orientation ofeach character, Potter family, husband Nick and wife Susan. The Potters
things pick up in the second act
are a happily married couple and this is observed by Linda.
Linda Seton, one of the two daughters, is with Johnny
We now see the feelings that Linda has for Johnny.
Case, the man desired by the two sisters, along with the Moving on, Linda and hec father engage in a heated

discussion, and her father tells her to leave the room. This
sequence of events shows the impressaon that the father
favors the other daughter, Julia.
In the third scene, the play finally becomes interesting.
Johnny has asked Julia to marry him. Johnny, Julia. and
Mr. Seton are sitting down making plans for the wedding.
Dunng this another major conflict develops.
Johnny wants to go out and make it on his own wiht
Julia and take a chance. On the other hand, Julia, wants the
simple life and Johnny's money.
The play ends in a predictable way, that is, Linda truly
loves Johnny for who he is not what he is, and Johnny
realizes his ttue feelings for Lmda and they go off to live
together.
The play was well performed, and it especially contained excellent costumes. The play could have been a
little bat morediverseand not just dealt with the emotional/
love story.
However, the play is entertaining which is the purpopse
of Holiday, to entertain. The play was a good production
and they did their best with the play, but the play by Philip
Barry is not too exciting. The production did their best to
entertain the audience and did quite a good job with what
they had.

Give yourself a break with cartoons
There's a simple answer, my
friend, an~ it's as close as the
buttons on your remote control.
All of you who have a fond
spot in your hearts for awrday
Things are far from simple for mornings may guess what I'm
the average John Carroll student: about to say- cartoons. They're
there are exams to study for, par- the greateSt thing since sliced bread
tics to recover from and parental for reliving one's childhood.
expectations to deal with.
Everyone at my grade school
All in all, there's a lot of pres- had a personal favorite, but we all
sure - adult pressure. Most of us would get up early on Saturday
will admit that childhood seems a mornings to watch the Wonderlongwayaway. Thereisadanger, twins activate their powers and
though in growing up too fast, we'd all race home form school so
that is, the danger of becoming we wouldn't miss Scooby and
duU,oflosingyoursenseofhumor. Shaggy's snacktime.
Who in their right mind would
I could go on and on about the
choose either of those as his goal merits of the Flintstones and the
in life? So how are you supposed Jetsons and the whole Looneyto grow up at a safe pace when Tunes gang, and my favorite epiyou're twentysomething and sodes from Hong Kong Fooey and
you •rein a hurry to take control of the Grape-Ape, but I'll control
your life?
myself and spare you.
What if you've had to grow up
The thing is, cartoons are
too quickly, though no fault of comforting. Take Scooby Doo,
your own, because that's what life forexarnple,Daphne,Fred, Velma
and the rest of the Mystery Mahas demanded of you?
By Angela Fasick
Entertainment Staff

chine crew, they always got their
ghoul, they always wore the same
clothes,and even made the same
jokes. They were constant.
'Illere was ormula 10 lheir
show and they never slnlyed from
it To kids going through the difficulties associated with growing
up, there's something almost
magical about the things that never
change.
You don't watch cartoons to
be intellectually stimulated. You
watch them for the same reason
you srill eat Poptarts: They still
taste great as they did when you
were eight.
Sometimes, though, you can't
fandenough relieffrom adult stress
in the cartoons you can tune into
from your dorm room television.
Even a half-hour episode of The
Simpsons is not a long enough
break from reality.
Stronger measure are needed.
That's where your local video store
comes in handy.
Take a walk through the chil-

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

dren 's section and stake out your

passion.
I tend to stick to my favorite
Disney movies. I'm pretty sure
tha1 a ood do ofc~:::..=-=::..::.::::.
Tt-amp &- DllmlxJ
any other cure for the adult blahs.
If you needextrastrength help,
head straight fortheclassic,Peter
Pan. Here's a guy who knows
how not to grow up.
If you're not into t.v. cartoons
and you don't have a VCR,
Fantasia has just been re-released
in theaters.
For the price of six-pack, you
can sit and waiCh a matinee, and
see brooms dance, hippos sing
and magic happen.
Is that too big a price to pay to
relive the stress-free life of a sixyearold?

Skinny Puppy
Nov.8
lhe Empire

Reo

Speedwagon
Nov. 13
Music Hall ~
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Burning candle at both ends burns students out
by Kathleen 8. Colon
Staff Reporter

If you have decided that you are stressed out and
"burning the candle at both ends," you may want to think
twice about calming down, eating right and getting enough
sleep.
Seven cases of mononucleosis (mono) or more commonly known as "the kissing disease" have been reported
on campus so far this semester, according to Nurse Mary
Carney of John Carroll's dispensary. Although the number is very low for the fJTSt 10 weeks of the semester,
compared to 40 cases last year at the end of Spring
semester, there is potential for it to spread rapidJy among
closely cohabitating college students.
Mononucleosis is characterized by fever, sore throat,
swollen lymph glands and changes in blood count. It

strikes mostly adolescents and young adults between the
agesofl5 to25. Cases can beeithermildorsevereranging
from mild aches and pains to a 105 degree fever that lasts
for weeks.
Mononucleosis was fltSt recognized in 1889 under the
name "glandular fever" as a disorder that caused swollen
glands in children. It is now known to be caused by Epstein-Barr virus, which has an incubation period of30 to 50
days.
The illness usually begins with several days of nonspecific symptoms including headache, fatigue and general aching. These are followed by development ofa fever,
sore throat and swollen glands. The fever usually ranges
from 101to 103degrees but can go as high as 105 degrees.
It usually lasts from seven to 10 days but can linger for as
long as three weeks.
There is no specific treatment. Antibiotics are useless.

Patients are generally kept in bed while their fever persists
and are given aspirin and other drugs to relieve fever and
discomfort.
Recovery from mono usually takes two to four weeks
but the sufferer is usually weak and easily fatigued for
several months following the illness.
Advice for students

Carney cautions students: "Make sure they do no teat or
drink from dishes and glasses that other students have used.
This is the primary way that mono spreads, through the saliva"
Carney also warns students not to get too fatigued to the
point where they are not eating and sleeping normally.
"When resistance is low is the prime time that mono can
strike," she said.

The Satellite emits oppressive heat for workers
by Kevin Wlllicms

--

Thesmellofhotdogs,paslries,
and ocher deli items can be detected throughout the basement
hall of the Administration Building. The arom~ originates in the
Satellite, the snack bar, which has
been operating since 1983.
The Satellite has been slowly

expanding through the years.
Recently, structural additions
were added. These structural additions may be making the workingconditionsinthesnackbarunbearable.
"All I remember is coming in
to the hall and seeing paramedics
all around me," said seven-year
snack bar employee Janet Oliver
who fainted recently, apparently

because of oppressive working
conditions.
New paneling has created a
box-like compartment which
apparently traps the heat in the
kitchen. The hot air is emitted
from the various appliances in the
the snack bar, including a hot dog
heater, refrigerator engine, and
other motors. There is no place
for the heat to escape.

Oliver has two fans operating,
but according to her they are still
not enough. Other employees of
the Satellite attest to the problem
also.

"It has gotten worse over this
year. I have told them [Marriott
managers] about the situation,"
Oliver said. She said that her
supervisors responded with a
simple "Okay," but no action was
taken.
"I have no complaints with the
way Marriott has treated me, except for the heat. I just don't think
they realized how bad it was,"
Oliver said.

Oliver said that her fainting
was not caused by any underlying
health problems.
"I went to the doctor and they
gave me a complete check-up;
there is nothing wrong with me,"
Oliver Said.
Hector Ramirez, Oliver's supervisor, sympathizes with the heat
problem, but emphasizes that
a9~g a cooling system would be
too costly.
"1be problem comes from all
the soup kettles, the hot dog machine, and the other equipment.
But at this point, making any
changes would be too expensive,"
Ramirez stated.
Ramirez said that Oliver's
fainting was caused by her personal health problems. Oliver
called those reports groundless.
"The only health problem I
have here is the heat," she said.
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Students becoming stressed out
can find methods of treatment
by Kathleen B. Colon
Staff Reporter

It's that time of year again,
folks. Midtenns, papers, group
projects, speeches, presentations.
All that stuff that makes students
want to stay under the covers and
never return to the class they have
already missed five times. It's the
9th week of the semester and
Thanksgivingbreakisnowherein
sight.
If all this stress has got you
down, there are solutions to help
you get through
it; no I don't
mean having a
few beers at Nortons. Just relax
and read on to
find out how
stress can effect
your life and how
to prevent stressfreakouts.
First and fore-most.. ia& import to note that it is normal for
students to be stressed out at this
time of year and all through the
conege years. But SbJdenCs Deed
to be aware that too much stress
can be unhealthy. Many John
Carron students take a full load of
classes, have a part time job and
participate in extra-curricular activities. These factors alone, excluding social life problems, can
create an extreme amount ofanxiety. In case you're wondering,
stress is the body's non-specifiC
response to stressors such as frustrations, conflicts and pressures;
in other words, school in general.
Many students devote much
time and energy to exercising,
improving cardiovascular effi·
ciency and eating right These
things are not enough

to stay healthy. Just like cigareaes and alcohol, stress can ravage and shorten your life. Effective treatment of stress can reduce
the harmful effects it causes the
human body.

The semester is quickly coming to an end. Many students are
watching their bank accounts
steadily disappear- A part-timejob
may be the solution to a student's
financial needs.
As a flrst resort students can
try television to get a job verses
campus work-study. In order to
receive campus work-study, student must qualify for it. John
Carron will notify students, who
fill out Financial Aid Sheets at the
beginning of the year, whether or

room."

lieve stress are lisled below:

Mary and
Mickey
Gallagher

•Blow up at stress. If you
don't want to crack under stress,
try cracking up. A hearty laugh is
universally considered one of the
best ways to puncture stress.

{Peggy)

Methods of treatment
The ways to deal with stress
are many and varied. Some experts are now claiming that plants
and other natural elements have a
calming, recuperative effect on
health. In a University of Michigan study, researchers found that

•Mellow out with music. Evidence is ioconclusive, but some
scientist theorize that playing
calming music in operating rooms
may reduce the amount of anesthesia patients need and that music can help tranquilize people
undergoing dental work. Justthink
whatitcoulddofor
your grade point
average.
•Walk away
from tension. A
fifteen minute walk
bas a greater calming effect on patients than tranquilizers do.

people responded and performed
more efficiently in work environ·
ments where much natural foliage
Will )RSeftt. So much ror loc:ldna
yourself in the basement of the
library to study.
Another way of dealing with
stress is self-hypnosis. Patients
are taught self-hypnosis as a supplement to their sessions with a
therapist or eventually as a substitute for those sessions. The therapist teaches the patient how to put
himself or herself into a relaxed
state to control certain symptoms
or behaviors, thereby alleviating
stress. No, most therapists won't
teach you bow to hypnotize your
roommate.
According to a recent issue of
"Prevention" magazine, some
more common sense ways to re-

•Talk it out.
Nervous about giving a speech?
Talk about iL Worried about that
last history teSl? hare your anxiety. By voicing your fears, you
clarify it for yourself and gain
perspective.

not they qualify for work-study.
If a studentdoesn'tqualify for
work study, another alternative to
make money and possibly gain
work experience for future employment is Cooperative Education, (Co-op).
Co-op provides practical work
experience for students, according to "Career Placement." a
pamphlet written by the Univel'sity. Co-op is designed to give
students work experience that may
be useful upon graduation.
Students are paid according to
the employer's salary scale and
academic credit may be received.
The beneflts of this program are

and 12."

Joe and
Maureen
McCarthy
(JoAnn)

"Dad
missing his
clothes."
-~ = ~Bob

..,;~·

and

"Coming in
late."

•Shift respiration into autorelax. When anxiety strikes, the
heart races and breathing becomes
shallow and rapid. But by reversing the symptoms of stress, by
breathing slowly and deeply , you
can calm yourself almost instantly.
Deep breathing causes your body
to release endorphins, which are
tranquilizing hormones. Best of
all, it takes just thirty seconds to
bring about their calming effect
There! Bet you feel more relaxed just thinking about relaxing!

Co-op serving the JCU students
by Sarah Stehle
Staff Reporter

What don't you miss about your son
or daughter being away from home?

theexperienceandcareerinsights
obtained by the student
Co-op is a way in which businesses recruit Carron students.
Co-op receives sheets upon sheets
of work available and times students are needed. Iftheworkand
times needed coincide with a student's work schedule, co-op will
give you the lead and it is the
students option to pursue it A
student with a flexible schedule
should have no problems ftnding
a job.
Work experieoce and extra
money is awaiting for those students who stop by to talk to Co-op
counselors.

Tom and
Sandy
Trudell
(Chris and

Nicole)

Donna Holt
with
daughter
Natalie

"The food
bUl."

Dan and
Carol
Kirchberger

#.·
z . .,,,

(Matk)
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Hackle·s plays are more than just play
vide a morale booster. Hackle has
had a string of successful play
Who is Nancy Kiefer and why productions. She has credit for
should you want to know? Kiefer three world premieres.
Gwen and Gwen , Hackle's
is a pseudonym for John Carroll's
playwright, author and communi- flrst world premier in 1988, was a
cations teacher, Nancy Hackle.
dark psychological drama in three
"Teaching is part of my life- actS. Set in Cleveland, the play
style. It is nice to teach what you studies a woman's relationship
Jove to do. I like to help studentS with herself.
cultivate their skills," Hack.lesaid.
Reviews of the 1990 producHackle has taught for 8 years. tion in the Chagrin Falls Little
Coming from Cleveland State Theatre, characterized the play as
University, Hackle has spent her a" powerful work that rivetS viewlast three years at Carroll. A Cleve- ers to their seatS. "
land native, Hackle teaches Inter" It is a suspenseful drama at itS
personal Communications, Broad- finest, thanks to a stellar script and
cast Media, Speech and a play- superb acting," said Doug Fogel
poems; her work has been successfully produced.
-pbo(o _,..,.or N-r Hodde
wrighting class at Carroll.
of the Chagrin Herald. The play
Hackle recognizes teaching as has been produced three times.
and
aspires to become more
a part of her, but is quick to admit
"I would like to see Gwen and books. I'm eclectic in that way. full time with her writing. She is
her love of writing.
Gwen in New York. ItS weird, I'll see anything. I've seen some very interested in writing screen
"Writing is a compuJsion for bizarre and twisted, similar to the bad stuff, but it is my right to like plays and directing plays. She
me. I sense an urgency to do it, I'll New York theatre taste,"said or disI ike," said Hackle.
calls herself the closet director.
fed guilty ifldon't, "said Hackle. Hackle.
She admits that all her plays
'Tm not a starving bohemian.
Hackle has written poems,
Hackle says she loves to sit and are somewhat auto biographical, I'dnevermovetoNewYodc. Their
plays, and shon stories. She watch the rehearsaJs of her plays. with the main idea coming from is too much crime, din and exhasn't quite had the time to at- She becomes motivated by watch- self experience. Hackle relies on pense to make that move," said
tempt a novel, citing lack of time. ing, as she describes, " a pile of observation and copious research Hackle.
She admiresauthorswhohavethe words become love, hate, action, to fill in the blanks.
Hackle knows she will need
patience to accomplish the task.
Experience is reflected in her assistance to achieve her dream of
and life. I see a whole new dimen"Play writing is an escape for sion of my work."
trilogy about the Depression.
writing screenplays. She wantS to
me. It takes lots of work and long
"My parentS told me several take classes to learn to adapt two
Hackle is influenced by play...._ It's not ,_ely enjoysb\e, wriab&a Tennessee Williams, stories that intrigued and inter- ofberplays.Trillium.randTlw8th
but it is rewarding," said Hackle. Shakespeare and Edward Alby. ested me. I did a lot of my own Order, for the movies due to lhe
Hacklesaid good reviews keep She is always reading. Fiction research and interviewed people. strong visual imagery in the plays.
"One more good review, one
her going. She realizes they do gives her ideas, and the horror I love to find out about people's
more good play and perhaps I'll
not mean anything, but they pro- genre is her favorite.
experience," said Hackle.

by Patrick J. Lynch

13897 Cedar Road
(Located ln Cedar Center Plaza)

Dachtler elected first female
freshman president in 15 years
by Maggie McDaniel
Profiles Ecltor

everage Carry-Out Available!
MONDAY Football Specials &

25¢ Hot Dogs
TUESDAY 10¢ WINGS!
THURSDAY 10¢ WINGS!
FRIDAY 99¢ EVERYTHING,
Happy Hour 5-9

can

So go ahead and
932-8828 for delivery!

goforit,"saidHackleasshesmiled
at the thought
She creditS the fme actors,
actresses and equally talented
production team for her early
success in the theatre.
"I'm not arrogant enough to
direct yet. I know I could do a
good job, but I'll wait," said
Hackle.
ManyofHackle'sstudentShave
been cast in her plays. Carroll
alumni Virginia Drda starred in
Hackles' Dryope andlole.
Virgil Gutierrez, a Carroll student, got the male lead for Hackles'
1/eadofaBlue -eyedMan. Hackle
described Gutierrez as a wonderful actor who did a superb job
bringing her work to life. Hackle
says she has seen a lot of fme
productions and talent at JCU.
Hackle complains she has no
social life or spare time. Between
writing plays on her home computer and being the single mother
of two boys, she is very busy.
Aaron, 16andKarl, 13 are very
different. Aaron is in a heavy
metal band and writes music. Karl
is an athlete who enjoys presenting himselfon the basketball court
rather than on stage. Hackle says
they give her suppon for her expanding career.

Danielle Dachtler was recently
elected freshman class president,
the flfSt female to achieve this
position in about 15 years at John
Carroll University.
"I will do my best to please
everybody and I want everyone to
be able to get involved," said
Dachtler.
Dachtler has several plans to
get freshman involved with JCU
life.
She proposes holding socials
on the weekend to get studentS
together for talking and laughing.
She also wantS to send out
newsletters to all freshmen especially the commuters to inform
them of upcoming eventS and give

recognition to freshmen accomplishmentS. She would also like
to have a "Screw Your Roommate" dance and a freshman formal. Plans are in the works for an
activity with the sophomore class
as well.
"One thing I feared when I ran
was that the students would look
at the officers and say they were
doing nothing. I'm going to try as
hard as I can to show them what
we're doing," Dachtler said.
Dachtler was very involved in
her high school with student governrnent, choir, football managing, cheetleading, and sportS.
"I love getting involved with
peop~eeting new people. I
hate just sitting around. I love to
flU my time. I've got lots of energy," exclaimed Dachtler.
Dachtler has already worked
for Project Gold in distributing
recycling bags to University
HeightS residentS. She is also a
footballmanagerandamemberof
the Christmas formal committee
of the Student Union.

"The Student Union officers
are some of the nicest people I've
met at JCU. They are genuinely
there to help the students," said
Dachtler.
Dachtler describes herself as a
"friendly person who likes to have
fun and make people laugh."
Dachtler is a take-charge person and has great plans for the
freshman class. She is ready for
the challenge set before her as the
flfSt female freshmen class presi-
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Bukala teaches ·on the move· philosophy
tialism is a perspective in which
life is understood backwards but
islObelivedforwards. According
to Bukala, existentialism can be
described as a person on the move.
"Ifeel thatifyoumessupin life
andmakemistakes,youdon'thave
to become preoccupied with these
mistakes," Bukala said. "We live
in a world with so many possibiliTo mark the 4SOth year of
ties."
the Jesuits, the CN profiles
Last weekend, Parents WeekCan:oU•s own Jesuits in a
end, Bukala spoke to parents about
contlliuing series.
"Life Is What You Make It."
Bukala suggested living life with
passion and experiencing happiness throughout an event, as Arisby Anne nrpak
tOtle said, instead ofat its compleProfessor of philosophy, Rev. tion. His message was to invite
Casimir R. Bukala, S.J ., has taught people to caprure all that is availat John Carroll University since able to them.
"There is so much still for me
the start of his teaching career in
to keep learning. I learn from
I970.
"What I like about John Car- students," Bukala said.
Growing upon theEastSideof
roll is the atmosphere, the students, the people, and my sub- Cleveland as the youngest of five
ject," Bukala said. "What I like children, Bukala attended St.
about philosophy is my pezspec- Hyacinth grade school and Holy
tive ofmy specialty--existential- Name lligh School.
He earned a bachelor's degree
ism."
Bukala said that according to in philosophy and a masters deSIOiollflft"'"'!Cterl:m[hl'(!, a religious gree in religious srudies from John
thinker and psychologist, existen- Carroll University. At Loyola

450')"ears ofJesui

University of Chicago, he earned several Jesuits led Bukala lObea masters in philosophy and at come a Jesuit. He entered the
Boston College he earned his Jesuits in 1958 at age 27. He was
ordained in 1964.
doctorate in French philosophy.
"I feel very happy being a JesDebating whether to become a
parish priestorJesuit. Bukalamade uit," said Bukala "I belong to a
his decision while attending Car- religious order that is 450 years
roll. He was impressed by the old."
"happy, holy, good person" exHe is happy because his order
ample shown him by Castalano. a can boast about its histOry and its
teacher at Carroll at the t.ime. His contributions to religion, yet force
example, along with the sense of him to always contribute more by
community achieved in living with being a "person on the move."

Bukala takcsadvantageofgetting to know people because relationships arc extremely important
to his life. "What you have in arelationship depends on what you
put in it," Bulcala said.
As a professor of philosophy,
Bukala would like to see an ethics
class become required to fulfill
the philosophy core. He said when
he attended Carroll, all srudents
were required to have a philosophy minor with six classes in philosophy.
As an avid fan of Broadway
plays and musicals, Bukala said
he would like to teach a course in
conjunction with "Les Miserabies." Presently, Bulcala teaches
"Inlroduction to Philosophy" and
"ExistentialismandPhenomenology ."
In addition lO being a professor
of philosophy, Bukala is the
moderator of the Iota Chi Epsilon
fraternity and the new chaplain of
the Alumni Association.
"I really feel that I am very
blessed," said Bukala. He hopes
more people can realize their feelings rather than "stretching" to get
something more.

Ingham new head of Military Science
by Katie Thomas
John Carroll University has felt
the far-reaching effects of the Mid-

East crisis with the departure of
Colonel Nowak, former chairperson of the Military Science Department. last month.
The position vacated by Col.
Nowak. who is now stationed in
Saudi Arabia, has been filled by
Major David A. Ingham. Ingham
has been an Assistant Profesor of
Military Science since the Fall of
1988.
signed to the Carroll ROTC proIngham, a native of Connecti- gram.
cut, obtained a B.S. in Forestry
As assistant professor of milifrom the University of Connecti- tary science for the past two years.
cut and an M.B.A. from Central Ingham has been responsible for
Michigan University.
"commisioning future officer leadHe ftrst entered the military ership for the United States Anny."
through the ROTC program at the Now as Professor of Military SciUniversity of Connecticut. Ing- ence, Ingham is directly responham has spent most his sixteen siblefor running the entire departyears in the Anny assigned lO ment
troop units. Prior to coming lO
When the situation developed
Carroll, Ingham was stationed at in Kuwait, both Major Ingham
Fort Bragg in the 82nd airboume and Col. Nowak volunteered todivision.
participate in Operation Desert
When asked why he decided to Shield
go into the army, Major Ingham
Nowalc was appointed, therereplied, "Duty, honor, country."
fore his position as chairperson of
When it was time for Ingham the Military Science department
to be stationed somewhere other was available.
than a military post, he was asThe 2nd ROTC region head-

It has come to
attenuon of the Invest.tgatl\le
mtt:tee ofthe Student UnJon that some students may have
wrongly charged for furniture violations In some
quarters selected Ingham to fill
at the end of the last academic year.
ttortes
the position."! am very plesed to
This
situation
deals with those residents who were
have this new job. The ROTC pro~~..,..:t..._•. ~ by the resident aSSistant staff that JCU would
gram tS currently on the
excess dorm furniture during the year at no extra
upswing.as it has been for the past
. Apparently, some of these students may have
year. and I expect that the quality
unjustly
charged as a result of room inventortes
and enrollment will continue to
at
the
end
of the academic year.
il\crease," boasts the major.
If
any
individual's
experience fits the above description.
Major Ingham enjoys having
ptease
submit.
1n wrtttng, an account ofwhat transpired
the opportunity to be stationed in
the committee's mailbox 1n Uie Student Union office
a major metropolitan area such as
tban NovemberS, 1990. Please address any tnqutr~
Cleveland.
Ctmpennan. Chief Jusuee o! the SU.
"It is unusual for the Army,"
says Ingham. Healsoenj~ys working with the college students and
assisting theminodeveloping leadership and management skills.
"What I find most enjoyable is
to commission the lieutenants and
watch them as they start out on
their career in the military. It
reminds me of how I felt when I
ftrststartedsixteen years ago. It is
a very exciting time, " Ingham
descibes.
Ingham, who lives in Cleveland Heights, has two sons who
are also in the military, one in the
Annyand another in the Air Force.
Ingham who likes to hunt and fish
in his rare free time, is not sure
how long he will remain here at
Carroll.
"A lot of it depends on what
happens with operation Desert
Shield"

PREREQUISITES
course prerequisites, as indicated in the Schedule of
Classes booklet and the current John Carroll University
undergraduate and graduate bulletins, must be satisfied.
Any student who has been given pennission to have a
specific prerequisite waived must present a "WAIVER
PREREQUISITE" form at registration. This form
be acquired in the dean's office for School of
Business courses. For Arts & Sciences courses, students may obtain the form from the departmental chair·
person or the course instructor.
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Record-breaking receiver lends a hand to Carroll success
bynmHoran
Staff Reporter
Since Tony DeCarlo took over
as John Carroll's head football
coach in 1987, the Blue StreakS
havebeen knownfor theirpowerful defense. But in the last two
years the offense has also made a
name for itself. And much of the
responsibility for this success has
literally been in thehandsofHank
Durica
In just two years as a wide
receiver for the Blue Streaks,

Durica, a junior, has taken over
team receiving records in four departments.
Last Saturday Durica broke his
own record of 48 catches in a
season with four grabs against
Baldwin-Wallace, giving him 53
for the year. And earlier this year
he broke his own record of 12
receptions in a single game with
13 grabs against Mount Union.
He also holds the record for reception yardage in a season with 738
and has an ongoing career reception record of 103.
Duricacame to the BIue Streaks

as a quarterback in 1988 after a
brief stint with Gerry Faust and
the Akron Zips in 1987. Durica
gladly moved to wide receiver
when Larry Wanke joined the
Streaks in 1989.
"I gladly moved to wide receiver when Larry got here," said
Duriea " I knew we would have a
throwing offense and I wanted to
be part of it."
Durica isn't the only one glad
he is where he is, as both his quarterback and his head coach praise
him for his ability.
"His hands are as good as any-

one's," Wanke said. "And he has
an incredible will to win. Hank is
a plus for us in a lot of ways, and
he goes strong from start to fin ish.
He's a leader, and will be looked
on to lead the team next year also."
"He runs great routes and is
just a fine athlete," DeCarlo said.
"Obviously he's having another
outstanding year."
Although he's gained a great
deal of personal success in two
short years, Duricaattributes most
of what he has done to the team
and to the program.
"Sure I had to make the

catches," Durica said. "But a lot
of it (his success) has to go to
Larry and the total offensive program. If the line didn't give the
protection for example, things just
wouldn't work the way they do.
And, I know if I get open for Larry
justa little bit, he's going to get the
ball to me."
On the field Durica is poised
and ready for battle at all times.
After catching a pass he often takes
to the opposition like a fullback,
and his tenacity is to be greatly

continued on page 20

THE
EDDIES
Senior Willie Beers led the Carron rushing attack with
110 yards on 35 carries in the Blue Streaks 10-9 victory
over Baldwin-Wallace last Saturday. Beers scor ed Car·
roll's o'n ly touchdown in the second quarter.
photo courtesy of JCU Athletic Department
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Soccer· team finishes second
tough teams in the beginning of
the season and lost, but we improved a loL"
Marietta forced the Blue
Streaks to play a come-from-behind game by pulling ahead 2-0 in
the first half. However, the Streaks
scored three goals and led 3-2 at

by Julie Evans
staff Reporter
The John Carroll men's soccer
team crushed Marietta 8-3 on
Monday and finished lhe Ohio
Athletic Conference season in
second place.
The Streaks ended the OAC
season at 7-2, with a 9-7-1 mark
overall.
"I think we finished the season
well," said freshman forward Rick
Ferrari. "We played a lot of the

halftime.
TheStreaks continued to domi-

nate in the second half, scoring
five more goals.
"I think we realized that it was
the last game of the season and the
last game for the seniors so we

wanted to play really well," Fer-

rari said.
Head coach Mark Maslona
believes that the Streaks had a
successfulseasonandplayedweU.
"Senaors Bryan (Day), Tim
(Foerg), Carl (Helbling}, Mike
(Mangan),andJoe(Lardie)didan
outstanding job of leadership and
I think they were the main reason
for our successful season," Maslona said. "The biggest surprise
was the freshmen. We had freshmen who played better than we
expected."

only .97 goals per game.

photo by Myron Anloniw

Soccer duo represents perfect pairing
uncanny link between two players
that enable each of their performances to be taken to a higher level
ofplay-the Whitakers andTrammels, the Bradshaws and Swarms,
the Johnsons and Jabbars.
A tale of such extraordinary
chemistry also circulates among
the John Carroll men's soccer
team. Albeit on a less grand scale
than stories of professional athletes, it still involves the meshing
of two individual wills in quest of
viclOry.
It involves the performances of

by Kevin Krueger
Chemistry. Becauseofitstransient and yet powerful nature in
the realm of team sports, it is often
the most sought after component
of an athletic team. It is, in fact,
likel
ina1 piece
the puzzle for organizations
looking lO reach the pinnacle of
athletic success.
This bonding wilbiD die ....
structure also occurs at another
evel, between individual players.
T e
ing the

BUSINESS
Help Wanted: Dial America, nation's
largest telemarketing firm needs
communicators to wof'i( 9am - 1pm,
12pm- 4pm, 5:30pm - 9:30pm, 6pm

midfielder Carl Helbling. "Since
freshman year in high school (al
Cleveland SL Ignatius), they've
grown togetheronandofflhefteld.
It's evident when the ball is always in the right place a1 the right
time that they know each other
without having to say a word."
Like a good setup pitcher in
baseball, it is Lardie who toils
efficiently and effectively without posting the imposing statS;

and it is Mangan who acts as the
closer, slamming to door on the
opposition by pounding home
another of Lardie's assists.
Mangan'sJCU records-most
points in a season (35) and career
(112), and most goals in a season
(17) and career (59}-are due not
only to his soccer abilities, but are
also a result of the understanding
heandLardiehaveofeachother's
strengths and tendencies.

"Joe is always aware of his
positioning a.'!d is an excellent
passer," Mangan said. "We play
year round together, indoor and
outdoor, and we're both very
competitive people. It'sproven to
be a good combination."
"Mike's and my soccer skills
are very complementary," Lardie
said. "1'he chemistry between us
has made us both beuer soccer
players."
TERESA. TUJA.KA

senior midfielder Joe Lardie.
"I guess it comes from how
long they've played together," said
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Last-second kick beats B-W
by David CaldweU
Sports Editor

Never mind that John Carroll was facing
a tough Baldwin-Wallace defense that had
frustrated the Streaks all day. Never mind
that the Streaks trailed the Yellow Jackets
9-7 with the football on their own 23-yard
line with only 90 seconds to play.
"Everybody on our sideline had great
confidence in our system and ourselves,"
Carroll head coach Tony DeCarlo said.
"We knew we're capable of getting down
the field in that situation."
Seven plays and 67 yards later, freshman kicker Mario Valente hit a 27-yard
field goal with six seconds to play to lift
JCU to a 10-9 comback victory over archrival Baldwin-Wallace.
Valente, who had missed earlier in the
fourth quarter, had never before attempted
a game-deciding kick.
'ThatwasagreatexperienceforMario,"
DeCarlo said. "and he reacted the way we
expected he would."
The kicking game turned out ~ be the
Yellow-Jackets undoing. After a fumble
by quarterback Larry Wanke, B-W drove
35 yards for a touchdown and a 9-7 lead in
the fourth quarter. The Jackets extra-point
failed after a bad snap, and that mistake
opened the door for Valente's heroics.
"After the missed extra-point I told the

team 'this is our oppurtunity,"' DeCarlo
said.
On the winning drive, Wanke led the
Streaks downfield efficinetly, hitting fiveof-seven passes for 60 yards.
Besides the botched B-W extra-point,
the Streaks fmal drive was made possible
by another strong effon from Carroll's everimproving defense.
"The defense did a great job of holding
them again and again in the second half, the
guys have grown tremendously," DeCarlo
said.
JCU forced 11 B-W punts on the day.
Junior linebacker Rich Matousek had 10
tackles, recovered a fumble, broke up a
pass, and recorded three sacks.
Matousek's effon earned him defensive player of the week honors in the Ohio
Athletic Conference, the first Blue Streak
to do so this year.
Sophomore tail back Willie Beers's second quarter score gave the Streaks a 7-3
advantage that stood until the eventful final
stanza. Beers led the Streaks with 110
yards rushing on 35 carries.
The only negative result for the Streaks
in an emotional victory was the loss of
junior nose tackle Nick Ciulli, who broke
his ankle in the game and will be lost for the

season.
Next for Carroll (6-1 in the OAC, 6-2
overall) is this Saturday's trip to Ohio
Northern (3-4, 4-4).

MBMBBKOFA
FRATERNITY
OR SORORITY?
'

a touchdown.
Antoniw

DeCarlo: ranking'unreasonable'
by David Caldwell
Sports Editor

Despite last Saturday's dramatic win against
Baldwin-Wallace, John Carroll remained shutout of
the top six in the NCAA North Region football
rankings, keeping a second consecutive playoffberth
a rather distant possibility with only two games
remaining.
The exclusion of the Blue Streaks is not sitting
well, to say the least, with head
coach Tony DeCarlo.
"It's absolutely unmiSOOable
that we're not in there," DeCarlo
said. "Even before the B-W game
I said that the winner should definitely be in the top six."
The top four teams in the North
Region make the NCAA playoffs.
This week's rankings have
Dayton #1, followed by Mount
Union at #2. Those two schools
both defeated the 6-2 Streaks this
year. Allegheny, Miliken, Ohio
Wesleyan, and Augustana are in
the#3-#6spots,respectively. JCU
is in the "others receiving votes"
category, with two Michigan
schools, Albion and Hope.
Carroll is the only team with

two losses under consideration by
the North Region Committee,
which is made up of coaches and
athletic directors from five schools
in the region. JCU is not represented on the committee, which
• does include members from Mount
Union and Miliken.
Despite his team's two losses,
DeCarlo believes the Streaks
strong schedule should help his
cause. JCU scored~
(28) than any other team against
Dayton, the dominant team in
Division III. Also, DeCarlo
~
pointed out that the Streaks 13-7
loss to #2 Mount Union ended
with JCU driving for a potential
winning score.
"It's a total injustice," DeCarlo
said. "We'reonetouchdownaway
from beating the #2 team.
"It is a political thing. This
system encourages teams to play a
weaker schedule."
With victories in the last two
games and with quarterback Larry
Wanke as a big draw at the gate,
the playoffs are still a possibility,
albeit a remote one.

Record-breaking receiver

Contact: Mike Schweizer
663-6622

-

continued from page 18
admired. But off the field Hank
Durica is a regular guy for the
most pan.
The only irregular thing about
Durica seems to be a tattoo of the
Seagrams 7 emblem, which he
sports on his right calf. But like
most down-to-earth guys, he hid it
from his mother for fear of what
she would say.
"I didn't tell my mom I got it,"
Duricasaid with a laugh. "But she
saw it when I was sleeping on the
couch one day. All she said is that
it was too late to say anything
now."
As far as everything else goes,
he's just a regular American college guy.

"Besides football, I like hoops
and music, classic rock, Segar,
Springsteen, Eddie Money, and I
eat pizza," Durica said.
Durica plans on majoring in
political science and would like to
get an M.B.A. from John Carroll
as a graduate assistant to the football team. But for now his main
focus is on football and his team •s
chances on getting into the playoffs for the second year in a row.
"Last year we just wanted to
get into the playoffs," Durica said.
"This year our goal is to do more
than just get in. We would love to
play Mount Union again, and
winning the national championship would be incredible. It would
be great for the school."

